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► 21st century skills for non-profit manager: a
practical guide on leadership and management/
Don Macdonald.
New York : Business Expert Press, 2017
xxiv,188 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.
This book covers all essential aspects (staffing,
communications, charity governance, donations,
corporate social responsibility, crowdfunding). This
makes the book relevant, topical, and helpful.

►
A military history of China : from the first
recorded battle to the twenty-first century / David
Richard Petriello.
Yardley, Pennsylvania : Westholme publishing, 2018
xiii, 368 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.
China’s military prowess extends across the centuries,
and includes the invention or first use of gunpowder,
landmines, rocket launchers, armored cavalry,
repeating crossbows, multi-stage rockets, and chemical
weapons’ in many cases, long before the West.

►
A throughput-based analysis of army active
component/reserve component mix for major
contingency surge operations / Micheal E
Linick...[et.al.].
Prepared for the office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Reserve Affairs, : Rand Cooporation, 2019

►
Accessory to war : the unspoken alliance
between astrophysics and the military / Neil
deGrasse Tyson and Avis Lang.

Books etc.

► Agile human resources : creating a sustainable
future for the HR profession / Kelly Swingler.
New York, NY: Business Expert Press, 2018.
110 pages ; 23cm

► Air force blue: the RAF in World War two :
spearhead of victory / Patrick Bishop.
London : William Collins, 2017.
ix, 410 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations; portraits (some colour), maps ; 25 cm.
"Air Force Blue" tells personal stories of those who
served, using the letters, diaries and memoirs of the
participants to create a true picture of what it was like
to be a pilot, a navigator, a gunner, a fitter or a WAAF
ops room clerk.

► Air warfare : history, theory and practice / Peter
Gray.
New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016
195 pages ; 24 cm.
The book draws on primary sources including official
narratives and published reports, examines key
thinkers in the study of air power, and discusses topics
such as concepts of warfare as an art or science, cultural
perceptions of air power, and the experience of being an
airman.

► Allies at odds : America, Europe, and Vietnam,
1961-1968 / Eugenie M Blang.
Lanham, Boulder : Rowman & Littlefield, 2017.
ix, 275 pages : 23 cm

New York : W W Norton, 2018.
xiv, 576 pages ; 25 cm.
The explorer wants to understand it; the soldier wants
to dominate it. But without the right technology -which is more or less the same technology for both
parties -- nobody can get to it, operate in it, scrutinise it,
dominate it or use it to their advantage and someone
else's disadvantage

► Always a commando: the life of Singapore army
pioneer Clarence Tan / Thomas A. Squire.
Singapore : Marshall Cavendish Int, 2019.
286 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.

► After combat : true war stories from Iraq and
Afghanistan / edited by Marian Eide.
Lincoln: Potomac books , 2018.
xx, 258 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.
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► America's digital army: games at work and war /
Robertson Allen.
Lincoln: Univ of Nebraska Press, 2017.
xii, 199 pages ; 24 cm.
America's Digital Army examines the army's desire for
"talented" soldiers capable of high-tech work; beliefs
about America's enemies as reflected in the game's
virtual combatants; tensions over best practices in
military recruiting; and the sometimes overlapping
cultures of gamers, game developers, and soldiers.

► Appeasement: Chamberlain, Hitler, Churchill,
and the road to war/ Tim Bouverie
New York: Tim Duggan Books, 2019.
xiii, 496 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations, maps ; 25 cm.

► Army of empire : the untold story of the Indian
Army in World War I / George Morton-Jack.
New York: Basic Books, 2018, 582 pages,
16 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations, maps ; 25 cm.

Books etc.

► Bomber boys / Marianne van Velzen.
Crows Nest, NSW : Allen & Unwin , 2017.
xii, 305 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations, maps, portraits ; 20 cm.
This is, however, more than a story about the 900
bombing raids, reconnaissance missions and attacks on
Japanese shipping that the squadron flew in its three
years of existence under Australian control.

► Bringing war to book : writing and producing
the military memoir / Rachel Woodward, K. Neil
Jenkings.
Basingstoke, Hampshire : Palgrave Macmillan, 2018.
x, 285 pages ; 22 cm

► Bytes, bombs, and spies : the strategic
dimensions of offensive cyber operations / edited
by Herbert Lin and Amy Zegart.
Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2018.
xiii, 424 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.
This new volume by Amy Zegart and Herb Lin is a
groundbreaking discussion and exploration of cyber
weapons with a focus on their strategic dimensions.

► As old as time: a twisted tale/ Liz Braswell.
Glendale: Disney Press, 2018.
484 pages; 21 cm.

►
Civil-military relations in Lebanon: conflict,
cohesion and confessionalism in a divided society /
edited by Are John Knudsen and Tina Gade

► Best of enemies : the last great spy story of the
Cold War / Gus Russo and Eric Dezenhall.

Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017.
ix, 155 pages: map; 21 cm.

New York : Grand Central Publishing, 2018.
342 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations ; 24 cm.

► Code girls : the untold story of the American
women code breakers of World War II / Liza Mundy.

"The story of two Cold War spies - CIA agent Jack Platt
and KGB agent Genya Vasilenko - and their improbable
friendship at a time when they should have been
anything but."

New York: Hachette books, 2017.
xiv, 416 pages, 8 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations ; 24 cm.

► Conflict and leadership : how to harness the
power of conflict to create better leaders and build
thriving teams / Christian Muntean.
New York: Business Expert Press, 2018.
xvi , 169 pages ; 23cm
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Books etc.

► Dangerous grounds : antiwar coffeehouses and
military dissent in the Vietnam era / David L.
Parsons.

►
Enforcing cybersecurity in developing and
emerging economies : institutions, laws and policies
/ Zeinab Karake, Rana A Shalhoub and Huda Ayas

Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 2017
xi, 157 pages ; 25 cm.

Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2019.
v, 264 pages; 24 cm.

As the Vietnam War divided the nation, a network of
antiwar coffeehouses appeared in the towns and cities
outside American military bases

► Extremism/ J M Berger.
Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2018
x, 201 pages; 18 cm.

►
Deadly trade : the complete history of
submarine warfare from Archimedes to the present
/ Iain Ballantyne.
London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2018.
xii, 729 pages, 24 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations (some color), maps ; 25 cm.

► Diary of a wimpy kid: the meltdown/ Jeff Kinney.
Great Britain: Puffin Books, 2018.
217 pages: illustrations; 20 cm.

► East Asian strategic review 2019
Japan. The National Institute for Defense Studies.
Tokyo : Japan Times , 2019.
xi , 233 pages : color illustrations; 21 cm.
Annual review from a Japanese Japan’s sole national
think tank in the area of security affairs. As a rare
annual report in which Japanese researchers
comprehensively analyze East Asian security issues,
EASR has built up an established reputation both in
Japan and overseas.

► Effective talent management : aligning strategy,
people and performance / by Mark Wilcox.
London: Routledge, 2016.
178 pages ; 26 cm.

► Fighting to the end : the Pakistan Army's way of
war / C. Christine Fair.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2014.
xv, 347 pages : illustrations, maps ; 25 cm.

► Finn's fire engine/ north Parade Publishing
UK: North Parade Publishing Ltd, 2015
[10] pages: color illustrations; 17 cm.

► Global talent management / edited by David G.
Collings, Hugh Scullion and Paula M.Caligiuri.
Second edition, London: Routledge, 2019.

►
Global talent management : an integrated
approach / Sonal Minocha, Dean Hristov.
London, United Kingdom : Sage publication, 2019
xiii, 338 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.
The authors draw on interdisciplinary fields, practical
insights from global employers and wide-ranging case
studies to help students grasp the complexities of this
evolving field.

► Hero of the empire : the Boer War, a daring
escape and the making of Winston Churchill /
Candice Millard.

► End of the professions? : the restructuring of
professional work / edited by Jane Broadbent,
Michael Dietrich and Jennifer Roberts

New York: Doubleday, 2016. xi, 381 pages, 16
unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations ; 25 cm.

London: Routledge, 2016
ix, 150 pages; 23 cm.

► Hey diddle diddle/ Parragon Books Ltd.
Parragon Books Ltd.
UK: Parragon Books Ltd., 2014
(unpaged): color illustrations; 11 cm.
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► Hierarchies in world politics / edited by Ayse
Zarakol.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017
xii, 320 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.

►
HR analytics and innovations in workforce
planning / Tony Miller
New York : Business Expert Press, 2017
xiv, 132 pages : illustrations ; 22cm

► If you're happy and you know it/ illustration by
Hannah Wood.
Igloo Books Ltd, Cottage Farm: Igloo Books Ltd., 2018
(unpaged): color illustrations; 18 cm.

► Islamic seapower during the age of fighting sail /
Philip MacDougall.
Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2017.
xvii, 241 pages : illustrations, map ; 25 cm.

► Kampong Australia : the RAAF at Butterworth /
Mathew Radcliffe.
Sydney: University of New South Wales, 2017.
ix, 320 pages, 16 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations, portraits, map ; 24 cm.

► Killing the enemy : assassination operations
during World War II / Adam Leong Kok Wey.
London: I B Tauris, 2015. ix, 261 pages ; 23 cm.

► Landscape, memory, and post-violence in
Cambodia / James A. Tyner.
Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield International, 2017.
ix, 223 pages: illustrations; 21 cm.

Books etc.

►
Lead self first before leading others : a life
planning resource / Stephen K. Hacker and Marvin
Washington.
New York : Business Expert Press, 2018.
xii , 100 pages ; 24cm
This book makes plain the case for enhanced selfawareness, provides case studies and research support,
presents the voices of several master leadership
coaches, and most importantly leads the reader through
the life planning process.

► Leadership insights : 11 typical mistakes young
leaders make and tips to avoid them / Matt L.
Beadle.
New York, NY : Business Expert Press, 2019
xiii, 169 pages

► Learning to live with the bomb : Pakistan: 19982016 / Naeem Salik.
Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2017.
xxii, 328 pages ; 23 cm.

► LikeWar : the weaponization of social media /
P.W. Singer and Emerson T. Brooking.
Boston : Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2018
405 pages, 8 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations
(some color) ; 24 cm.
Social media has been weaponized, as state hackers and
rogue terrorists have seized upon Twitter and Facebook
to create chaos and destruction. This urgent report is
required reading, from defense expert P.W. Singer and
Council on Foreign Relations fellow Emerson Brooking

► Locomotive of war: money, empire, power and
guilt / Peter Clarke.
New York: Bloomsbury, 2018.
ix, 418 pages : illustrations, map ; 24 cm.

► Loud lion: full of noisy fun/ edited by Natalia
Boileau and illustrated by Helen Graper.
Cottage Farm: Igloo Books Ltd., 2018.
(unpaged): color illustrations;
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►
Madame Fourcade's secret war : the daring
young woman who led France's largest spy network
against Hitler / Lynne Olson
New York : Random House , 2019
xxiv, 428 pages : illustrations, maps ; 25 cm.
Tells the true story of the woman who headed the
largest spy network in occupied France during World
War II, who was captured twice by the Nazis and
managed to escape both times while keeping her
network together.

Books etc.

► National service in Singapore / editors Ho Shu
Huang and Graham Ong-Webb
New Jersey: World Scientific, 2019.
xx, 257 pages; 23 cm.

► On war and writing / Samuel Hynes.
London: University of Chicago Press, 2018.
x, 215 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.

► Making HR technology decisions : a strategic
perspective / Janet H. Marler, Sandra L. Fisher.

►
One page talent management : eliminating
complexity, adding value / Marc Effron + Miriam
Ort.

New York, NY : Business Expert Press, 2017.
x , 137 pages

Boston, Massachusetts : Harvard Business Review
Press, 2018. xxi, 184 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm.

This book examines how companies can use HR
technology to extract value and potentially gain
competitive advantage in a global marketplace.

Effron and Ort introduce a simple, powerful,
scientifically proven approach to increase your ability
to develop better leaders faster.

►
Malaya and Singapore 1941-42 : the fall of
Britain's empire in the East / Mark Stille ;
illustrated by Peter Dennis.

►
Only the valiant : true stories of decorated
heroes / edited by Lamar Underwood.

Oxford: Osprey Publishing, 2016.
96 pages : illustrations, maps, portraits ; 25 cm.
For the British Empire it was a military disaster, but for
Imperial Japan the conquest of Malaya was one of the
pivotal campaigns of World War II. Giving birth to the
myth of the Imperial Japanese Army's invincibility, the
victory left both Burma and India open to invasion.

► Military historian: my part in the birth and
development of war studies 1966-2016 / Brian
Bond.
England : Helion and Company , 2018
ix , 136 pages ; 24cm

► More than fighting for peace? : conflict
resolution, UN peacekeeping, and the role of
training military personnel / David Curran.
Cham: Springer, 2017.
ix, 150 pages; 23 cm.

Guilford: Lyons Press, 2019.
xiv, 265 pages; illustrations: 23 cm.

► Our latest longest war : losing hearts and minds
in Afghanistan / edited by Aaron B. O'Connell
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017.
378 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.
Our Latest Longest War is a chronicle of how, why, and
in what ways the war in Afghanistan failed. Edited by
historian and Marine lieutenant colonel Aaron B.
O'Connell, the essays collected here represent nine
different perspectives on the war all from veterans of
the conflict, both American and Afghan.

► Painting war : George Plante's combat art in
World War II / Kathleen Broome Williams.
Annapolis, Maryland : Naval Institute Press, 2019
xiv, 278 pages, [16] pages of plates : illustrations (some
color) ; 24 cm.
Scottish artist George Plante did not enter World War II
as an artist but as a volunteer radio operator in the
British merchant fleet.
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► Perspectives on the security of Singapore : the
first 50 years / editors Barry Desker
Singapore: World Scientific , 2016
xx, 329 pages : illustrations ; 25 cm.

► Playing war : military video games after 9/11 /
Matthew Thomas Payne.

Books etc.

► Seapower states : maritime culture, continental
empires and the conflict that made the modern
world / Andrew Lambert.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2018
xv, 399 pages, 8 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations (some colour), maps ; 25 cm.

New York: New York Univ Press, 2016.
x, 273 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm.

This volume is a highly original "big think" analysis of
five states whose success--and eventual failure--is a
subject of enduring interest, by a scholar at the top of
his game.

► Realist ethics : just war traditions as power
politics / by Valerie Ona Morkevicius

► Siam and world war I : an international history /
by Stefan Hell

Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University
Press, 2018, x, 261 pages ; 23 cm.

Bangkok: River Books, 2017, 320 pages : illustrations
(black and white, and colour), portraits ; 25 cm.

[This book] argues that this oversimplification is not
only wrong, but dangerous. Casting just war thought to
be the alternative to realism makes just war thinking
out to be what it is not - and cannot be: a mechanism for
avoiding war.

► Soldiers of the pen : the writers' war board in
World War II / Thomas Howell.
Amherst, MA : University of Massachusetts Press, 2019
x, 322 pages ; 23 cm.

►
Russian 'hybrid warfare' : resurgence and
politicisation / Ofer Fridman.

► Sorry/ Emily Bruce and illustrated by Hannah
Wood

London: Hurst & Company, 2018
xi, 237 pages : illustration ; 23 cm.

Cottage Farm: Autumn Publishing, 2018
(unpaged: color illustrations; 21 cm.

► Russia's military revival / by Bettina Renz

When animals in this story do something wrong, they
have to say sorry.

Malden, MA : Polity Press, 2018
vii, 249 pages ; 23cm.
The capabilities and efficiency of Moscow’s armed
forces during both operations signaled to the world that
Russia was back in business as a significant military
actor on the international stage.

►
Spearhead : an American Tank Gunner, his
enemy, and a collision of lives in World War II /
Adam Makos
New York: Ballantine , 2019, xiii, 393 pages, 32
unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations,
maps ; 25 cm.

► Sea of strangers: poetry and prose/ Lang Leav
Kansas City: Andrew McMeel Publishing, 2018
215 pages; 21 cm.

► Seaforth world naval review 2017 / edited by
Conrad Water

► Special operations executive in Malaya : world
war II and the path to independence / by Rebecca
Kenneison
London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2019
xiv, 254 pages : illustrations; 24 cm.

WATERS Conrad (editor.)
Barnsley: Seaforth Publishing, 2016
192 pages: color illustrations; 24 cm.
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► Spy and the traitor : the greatest espionage story
of the cold war / by Ben Macintyre
New York: Crown, 2018
viii, 358 pages : illustrations (some color), map ; 25 cm.

Books etc.

►
The green berets in the land of a million
elephants : U.S. army special warfare and the secret
war in Laos / by Joseph D. Celeski
Havertown: Casemate Publishers, 2019
xiv, 346 pages, 48 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations (some color) ; 24 cm.

► Tear gas : from the battlefields of world war I to
the street of today / by Anna Feigenbaum
London: Verso, 2017
218 pages ; 22 cm.

►
The HOW of leadership : inspire people to
achieve extraordinary results / Maxwell Ubah.
New York, NY: Business Expert Press, 2018
xv, 197 pages ; illustrations

►
The achievement habit : stop wishing, start
doing, and take command of your life / Bernard
Roth.
New York, NY : Harperbusiness, 2015
273 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
In The Achievement Habit, Roth applies the remarkable
insights that stem from design thinking-previously used
to solve large scale projects-to help us realize the power
for positive change we all have within us.

►
The bastard brigade : the true story of the
renegade scientists and spies who sabotaged the
Nazi atomic bomb / Sam Kean.
New York: Little Brown, 2019.
xii, 447 pages, 24 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations (some color) ; 25 cm.
Traces the story of a renegade group of soldiers,
scientists, and spies who were sent into Axis territory to
spy on and sabotage Germany's nuclear weapons
research and prevent Hitler from obtaining a nuclear
bomb.

►
The doomsday machine: confessions of a
nuclear war planner / Daniel Ellsberg.
London: Bloomsbury, 2017.
420 pages ; 20 cm.
The Doomsday Machine is Ellsberg's insider's account
of the dangerous arms buildup, whose legacy and
proposed renewal under the Trump administration
threatens humanity's survival.

►
The ice monster/ David Walliams and
illustrated by Tony Ross.
Great Britain: Harper Collins Children's Books, 2018.
478 pages: illustrations; 21 cm.

► "The man who took the rap": Sir Robert BrookePopham and the fall of Singapore / Peter Dye.
Annapolis, Maryland: Naval Institute Press, 2018.
xx, 410 pages,16 pages of unnumbered plates :
illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.
Peter Dye challenges longstanding views about
performance as Commander-in-Chief Far East and,
based on new evidence, offers a more nuanced
narrative that sheds light on British and Allied
preparations for the Pacific War, inter-service relations
and the reasons for the disastrous loss of air and naval
superiority that followed the Japanese attack

► The Pentagon's wars : the military's undeclared
war against America's presidents / Mark Perry.
New York, NY: Basic books , 2017.
xviii, 341 pages, 8 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations ; 25 cm.
Drawing on three decades of high-profile interviews,
both on and off the record, Perry yields sobering
judgments on the tenures of our nation's most
important military leaders.

► The phantom bandit/ Geronimo Stilton.
New York: Scholastic Inc, 2018.
111 pages: color illustrations; 19 cm.
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►
The Phantom Vietnam War : an F-4 pilot's
combat over Laos / David R. "Buff" Honodel.
Denton, Texas: University of North Texas Press, 2018
xvi, 306 pages, 38 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.

Books etc.

► The wizards of once/ Cressida Cowell.
New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2018
xiv, 373 pages: illustration; 21 cm.

►
The writing on the wall : rethinking the
international law of occupation / Aeyal Gross.
► The secret life of fighter command : the men and
women who beat the Luftwaffe / by Sinclair McKay.
London : Aurum, 2015
v, 345 pages, 8 unnumbered pages of plates :
illustrations (some colour), portraits ; 24 cm.
During the dark days of 1940, when Britain faced the
might of Hitler's armed forces alone, the RAF played an
integral role in winning the Battle of Britain against the
Luftwaffe, thus ensuring the country's safety from
invasion.

► The trials of apollo: the burning maze/ Rick
Riordan.
Great Britain: Puffin Books, 2018
431 pages; 20 cm.

►
The unwomanly face of war / Svetlana
Alexievich ; translated by Richard Pevear and
Larissa Volokhonsky.
London : Penguin Books, 2018
xliii, 331 pages ; 20 cm.

New York : Cambridge University Press, 2017
xi, 447 pages ; 23 cm.
The book points to the need for reconsidering the law of
occupation in light of changing forms of control, such as
those evident in Gaza. Although the Israeli occupation is
a main focal point, the book broadens its compass to
look at other cases, such as Iraq.

►
Third revolution : Xi Jinping and the new
Chinese state / by Elizabeth Economy
New York: Oxford University Press, 2018
xiv, 343 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.

► Underground warfare / by Daphne Richemondbarak
New York, NY : Oxford University Press, 2018
xxii, 270 pages ; 24 cm.
This work is the first of its kind to examine tunnel
warfare in a systematic and comprehensive way,
addressing the legal issues while keeping in mind
operational and strategic challenges

►
The Vietnam War : an intimate history /
Geoffrey C. Ward ; based on a documentary film by
Ken Burns & Lynn Novick ; with an introduction by
Ken Burns and Lynn Novick.

► United States and military coups in Turkey and
Pakistan : between conspiracy and reality / by
Omer Aslan

New York : Alfred A Knopf, 2017, xiii, 612 pages :
illustrations (some color), maps (some color) ; 29 cm.

Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018
xv,294 pages; 22 cm.

This volume draws on hundreds of interviews in
America and Vietnam to give us the perspectives of
people involved at all levels of the war: U.S. and
Vietnamese soldiers and their families, high-level
officials in America and Vietnam, antiwar protestors,
POWs, and many more, seeking to understand why the
war happened the way it did, and to clarify its
complicated legacy.
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► Unstoppable teams : the four essential actions of
high-performance leadership / Alden Mills.
New York, NY: Harperbusiness, 2019
xiv, 219 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm.
Unstoppable Teams is the handbook for how to build
care-based teams that will push people to achieve more
than they ever thought possible.
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Books etc.

► Virtual Vic : a management fable / Laurence M.
Rose.
New York, NY: Business Expert Press, 2019

► War crimes in Japan-occupied Indonesia : a case
of murder by medicine / by J. Kevin Baird
Lincoln: Potomac Books, 2015, xx, 274 pages ; 24 cm.

► We need to talk about Putin : why the West gets
him wrong, and how to get him right / Mark
Galeotti.
London : Ebury Digital, 2019, 143 pages

► Wellbeing at work : how to design, implement
and evaluate an effective strategy / by Ian Hesketh
and Cary Cooper.
London: Kogan Page, 2019, vii, 169 pages :
illustrations ; 25 cm.

► What is military history? / by Stephen Morillo
and Michael F. Pavkovic
3rd edition, Cambridge: Polity Press, 2017
viii, 183 pages ; 22 cm.

►
Why terrorists quit : the disengagement of
Indonesian jihadists / by Julie Chernov-Hwang
Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2018
xxi, 206 pages ; 23 cm.

►
Work pressures : new agendas
communication / edited by Dawna I. Ballard

in

BALLARD Dawna I. New York: Routledge, 2017
ix, 171 pages ; 24 cm.

► World War II Singapore : the ChÅ•sabu reports
on Syonan / Translated and edited by Gregg Huff
and Shinobu Majima.
HUFF Gregg (editor.) Singapore : Nus Press, 2018
xxii, 579 pages : illustrations, maps ; 24 cm.

Books listed here are available in one or more of the
following libraries:

MINDEF Library & Info Centre

SHHB-IDSS Library

Defence Academy Library

Training Institute RBAF Library

Intelligence Training Wing
Please refer to the library online catalogue (OPAC) for book
location
URL: http://www.mindef.gov.bn/library
Tel: +673 2385588
e-mail: library@mindef.gov.bn
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